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This months retailer in focus is a one stop convenience site, 
located in what many people refer to as the “Garden City”. 
Toowoomba is a city in the Darling Downs region of Southern 
Queensland, approximately one and half hours drive from 
the Brisbane CBD. It’s well known for the famous Cobb & Co 
Museum, and the Carnival of Flowers held in September each 
year, bringing in enthusiasts from all round the nation. 

READYMART TOOWOOMBA
Readymart Toowoomba is a friendly ‘local’ one-stop convenient 
store (no fuel), owned and operated by Adam Sack, a local that 
was born and bred in Darling Downs. Adam opened the store 
6 months ago, after undergoing major renovations. Part of the 
renovation included installing new grocery fixtures, a deli case 
offering sliced meats, fresh salads, smallgoods and fresh hot 
BBQ chickens, a produce bunk and cold case, bakery section, 
a six barrel slushy offer and a hot food selection – the offer 
certainly draws in many locals to the site. We spoke to Adam on 
his recent experiences.

RETAILER IN FOCUS

READYMART TOOWOOMBA

What were the benefits of partnering with  
New Sunrise?
“New Sunrise were extremely helpful in providing advice and 
developing ideas for the shop layout, category space allocation 
and identifying emerging market trends. The store was laid out 
accordingly. They helped setting up accounts with all major 
suppliers and ensured correct pricing from opening. The 
promotional Gondola End layouts featured in the magazine 
and monthly supplied POS material is first class, it creates 
atmosphere and shouts out the value to all my customers each 
month.”

“The addition of two snap frames externally has also helped drive 
new customers into the site. Customers can see the specials 
even before getting out of their car.”

“Opening a new site is a stressful process, but working with New 
Sunrise was a great assistance during this period and they are 
only a phone call away.”

Adam Sack, Owner of Readymart Toowoomba
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How has ‘Passport to Profit’ helped develop  
your business?
“We jumped straight into ‘P2P’ from day one as the program 
offered the store the ability to compete with major competitors 
as soon as we opened the doors. The monthly gondola ends 
look great and the fresh new “Sunny Sunrise” header cards are 
very eye catching and appealing.”

“The hardware provided by the New Sunrise team was a great 
addition to my front console area. Keeping best selling and 
fresh new monthly promo offers front and center. This strategy is 
driving sales as it creates easy impulse purchases.”

“The variety and type of New Sunrise promotions are helping 
increase consumers basket size and are driving locals back 
through my door each week, as they can see the value and 
service we offer.”

“We are quite proud we have scored 100% each month since 
opening! My goal is to achieve 1 million smiles and attend the 
2022 Iceworks conference. The ability to network and liaise with 
like-minded business peers will be an invaluable tool and will 
help develop and mentor my business into the future.”

What is your vision for the future?
“We will continue to listen to our local customer’s feedback and 
suggestions on ways to improve the offer and service within  
the site.

We are adding Uber Eats and Menulog to the business shortly 
as the demand for home delivery services has dramatically 
increased. We plan to offer customers with a full range of 
groceries, fresh fruit and hot food through these delivery 
networks.”

“We plan to add a Lotto offer to the store. This is something my 
customers have been asking for - this will save some of the locals 
from heading to the newsagent at the big shopping centres.”

“Once our vision comes to life, Readymart will truly become your 
“ONE STOP SHOP” for all your convenience needs.”

Next time you’re in The Garden City of Toowoomba be sure to 
pop in and meet Adam and his team. Readymart has you covered 
with a diverse range, catering from a quick pop in purchase, a 
full weekly grocery shop to delicious, cooked and ready to go 
hot food available all day. A truly local business, serving locals. 

We would like to thank Adam and the Readymart team 
for the support of the New Sunrise program and wish 
Adam all the success for 2022 and beyond.


